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and America, and there are many still living who, like myself, came
under the influence of his stimulating teaching and personality.
When Dr, Coit succeeded Dr. Conway at South Place the name
of the organization was changed to that of the South Place Ethical
Society. Dr. Coit aimed to reproduce in England societies on
the American model, with such modifications as were required by
the circumstances and traditions of the older nation. He had a
propagandist zeal and a passion for conversion that seemed almost
fierce when compared with the quiet and comfortable leadership of
Dr. Conway, and under his compelling enthusiasm, some thirty
Ethical societies were started in England and, for a time, they
attracted considerable attention.
The London Ethical Society was founded in 1886, chiefly by
Oxford men, who had been greatly influenced by Thomas Hill
Green, and who, like him, believed that morals, or the theory of
morals, was inevitably bound up with religion as a theory of the
universe and of man's place in it. Professor Muirhead acted as
its honorary secretary, Professor Bernard Bosanquet was the
chairman of its committee, of which Professor James Bonar and
Mr. Percival Chubb were members, and among those associated
with it were Professor Edward Caird, Sir John Seeley, Professor
W. Wallace, and Dr. Adler.
What attracted me to the Ethical movement was its proposal to
establish in the world a religion of devotion to the ideal of righteous-
ness without supernatural sanctions. It surveyed the religious
creeds which divided men into sects and churches, and it offered
to the world the moral qualities accepted by all of them as the
sufficient basis of a common religious endeavour. The various
Christian sects had subordinated moral values to doctrinal beliefs,
and they had insisted that, apart from such beliefs, there could be
no safely based morality. The Ethical societies on the other hand
affirmed a religion of morality without theology. They insisted
that the 'good life' merited complete devotion because of its own
inherent worth. They did not assert that Christianity and great
religions, such*as Hinduism and Muhammadanism, were in-
different to the beauty and importance of the moral life. The
criticism of the Ethical movement was that these great faiths
regarded morality as having no right to man's devotion on its own
account, and that by subordinating it to theological belief they had
both retarded its growth and obscured its beauty. The Ethical
movement was not fundamentally hostile to the churches, nor was

